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Top 10 Exercises  

To Boost Body 

Weight Training



Expert 
Tips

Engage core, back and glutes during exercises.

Leverage the rotating stand design to reduce

stress on wrists and elbows during push ups.

Perform movements slowly and with control.

 

 

 

 

 

Push Up Stands enhance traditional body weight exercises and prevent
strain on the wrists and hands. The contoured handles allow you to
distribute weight evenly. The rotating design can increase your range of
motion and help avert injuries. Choose a neutral or wide grip. 

 

Here are 10 of the best Push Up Stand exercises to boost your body
weight training routine.
 

With stands in each hand come to
the floor, step back and extend legs.
Align stands below shoulders. Press
toes into floor.
Keep neck in line with spine. Avoid
sagging in belly or hips.
Pause for 5 seconds.
As you increase strength, increase
plank hold time.

Start in a plank position.
Create a straight line with body and
squeeze shoulder blades together.
Slowly bend arms. Point elbows back.
Do not lower beyond 90-degrees.
Pause and return to starting position.

 

 

1)  Plank

Shoulders and core

Chest, shoulders, core

2)  Push Up



2)  Side Raise

Bring stands together under chest. Bring stands wider than shoulder width.

Stagger stands in front and behind.

Push Up
Variations

6)  Lo/Hi Push Up

Drop knees to floor and align them under hips.

4)  Narrow Push Up 5)  Wide Push Up

3)  Box Push Up

7)  Decline Push Up

Raise legs higher than shoulders.



Come to a plank position.
With upper body still and flat, pull one
knee in to the chest and squeeze core
muscles.
Extend leg back to starting position.
Repeat on opposite side.
Switch back and forth with a steady
pace.

 

9)   Reverse Plank

Start in reverse plank position.
Keep upper arms still and close to
the rib cage. 
Bend elbows to about 45-degrees.
Pause and return to starting
position.

UPPER 
BODY8)  Mountain Climber

Core, legs, shoulders

Sit down on the floor, extend legs,
and feet.
With stands in each hand, press hips
up and align shoulders over wrists.
Keep arms close to the rib cage. 
Gaze forward or up to ceiling. 
Pause for at least 5 seconds and
return to starting position.

Triceps

10)  Tricep Dips

Shoulders, core


